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LAI Communications Involvement
• 2 members on Communications IPT
• Industry co-chair for IPT
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LAI Employee Communications
• InfoLink Article - July 1997
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LAI Employee Communications
• Information Session: Creating a Lean
Enterprise
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LAI Employee Communications
• “Quality Day” Presentations
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LAI Employee Communications
• Poster detailing LAI practices
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LAI Employee Communications
• Internal TRW WWW page
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LAI Employee Communications
• ARPS Program Article Detailing 60%
Price Drop
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LAI External Communications
• Participation Identified at Trade Shows
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LAI External Communications
• Brochures Display LAI Logo
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LAI External Communications
• Data Sheets Detail LAI Participation
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LAI External Communications
• Contributor to LA Times Article
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LAI External Communications
• TRW External WWW Page
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LAI Future Communications
• Continue participation on IPT
• Participate more actively in workshops -
- bring stories back to employees
• Employee article detailing how ASD has
implemented LEAN practices
• Introduce LEAN in our advertising
• Expand WWW presentations
